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A THEORY FOR BACKTRACK-DOWNWEIGHTED WALKS∗1

F. ARRIGO , D. J. HIGHAM , AND V. NOFERINI2

Abstract. We develop a comprehensive theory for the combinatorics of walk-counting on a3
directed graph in the case where each backtracking step is downweighted by a given factor. By de-4
riving expressions for the associated generating functions, we also obtain linear systems for computing5
centrality measures in this setting. In particular, we show that backtrack-downweighted Katz-style6
network centrality can be computed at the same cost as standard Katz. Studying the limit of this cen-7
trality measure at its radius of convergence also leads to a new expression for backtrack-downweighted8
eigenvector centrality that generalizes previous work to the case where directed edges are present.9
The new theory allows us to combine advantages of standard and nonbacktracking cases, avoiding10
certain types of localization while accounting for tree-like structures. We illustrate the behaviour of11
the backtrack-downweighted centrality measure on both synthetic and real networks.12

Key words. centrality index, complex network, localization, nonbacktracking walk, generating13
function, zeta function14

AMS subject classifications. 05C50, 05C82, 68R1015

1. Motivation.16

1.1. Nonbacktracking Walks. Many concepts in network science are built on17

the notion of walks. We may study the transient or long term behaviour of random18

walks of a certain form. Or we may consider the combinatorics of all distinct walks of a19

given type. Such ideas, which lie at intersection between graph theory, combinatorics20

and applied linear algebra, form the basis of effective algorithms for summarizing21

network properties [22, 30].22

Our focus here is on the definition and analysis of a new type of combinatoric23

walk-count which interpolates between the classical and nonbacktracking cases. In24

the classical setting, a walker may continue by traversing any edge pointing out of the25

current node. In the nonbacktracking setting, the walker must never continue along26

the reverse of the edge on which they arrived. Intuitively, eliminating backtracking27

forces the walker to explore the network more widely. More concretely, it has been28

shown to offer benefits in centrality measurement [2, 3, 10, 16, 25, 32, 41], community29

detection [21, 23, 31, 33, 35], network comparison and alignment [26, 42] and in30

the study of related issues concerning optimal percolation [28, 29] and the spread of31

epidemics [27].32

Nonbacktracking also plays an important role in a number of seemingly unrelated33

scientific fields, including spectral graph theory [1, 18], number theory [40], discrete34

mathematics [8, 19, 38], quantum chaos [36], random matrix theory [37], and computer35

science [34, 43]. Hence, our results also have potential for impact outside network36

science.37

1.2. Downweighting rather than Eliminating. Our work can be motivated38

by two issues39

a. Treating all walks equally leads to centrality measures that suffer from localization—40

placing most emphasis on a small subset of nodes and struggling to distinguish41

between the remainder. This issue can be associated with an accumulation42

∗Submitted to the editors DATE.
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Trust. The work of DJH was supported by EPSRC Programme Grant EP/P020720/1. The work of
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2 F. ARRIGO, AND D. J. HIGHAM, AND V. NOFERINI

of backtracking walks [2, 21, 25, 32].43

b. Completely eliminating backtracking walks, however, may overlook some features,44

notably the existence of trees [31].45

For this reason, we will consider a more general regime where any backtracking step46

during a walk is downweighted by some factor, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. The extremes of θ = 147

and θ = 0 correspond to standard and nonbacktracking walk counts, respectively. For48

example, consider the walk 1 → 2 → 5 → 2 → 5. This presents two instances of49

backtracking. In the standard walk count, this walk would carry a weight of 1, while50

in the nonbacktracking walk count it would carry a weight of 0. In the regime we51

propose here, this walk will carry a weight of θ2, where the index accounts for the52

downweighting of the two backtracking steps.53

We are concerned with the combinatorics of such backtrack-downweighted walks—54

we seek a formula for the number of distinct walks of each length in a given graph.55

We then study the associated generating functions in order to produce Katz-style56

network centrality measures. Moreover, by considering how the resolvent-based gen-57

erating function behaves at its radius of convergence, we also arrive at a corresponding58

eigenvector centrality.59

We note that in [10] the related concept of alpha-nonbacktracking1 centrality was60

introduced. That work focused on the eigenvector setting, adapting the Hashimoto61

matrix construction, and applied only to undirected networks. Our work allows for62

directed networks and is built on a combinatoric walk-counting approach that gen-63

eralizes Katz centrality. Further, by working at the node level rather than the edge64

level, we are able to derive more computationally efficient measures, based on linear65

systems with the same dimension and sparsity as the original network.66

We finish this section by describing how the manuscript is organized, and point-67

ing out how previous results are generalized. In section 2 we introduce the required68

background concepts. Section 3 defines backtrack-downweighted walks and in Theo-69

rem 3.1 we derive a general four-term recurrence that allows us to count them. This70

result extends the fully nonbacktracking version from [8]; see also [39]. Section 471

concerns the standard generating function. Corollary 4.2 gives a linear system for the72

associated Katz-style centrality measure, generalizing [2, equation (3.3)]. In section 573

we give results on a small graph that illustrate the two motivational issues a and74

b above. (This graph has an interesting spectral property that is described in Re-75

mark 5.1.) We also give comparative results on the star graph and on regular graphs.76

In section 6 we consider the limit as the Katz parameter approaches its upper value,77

and thereby, in Theorem 6.3, derive an eigenvector centrality measure. This result78

extends the measure in [10] to the case of directed graphs. Section 7 shows how the79

recurrence from Theorem 3.1 can be used to compute generating functions based on80

general power series. Here we find it necessary to work with block matrices of three81

times the dimension of the original adjacency matrix; see Theorem 7.1, which extends82

[3, Theorem 5.2]. In section 8 we give results on data from the London Underground83

train network, and we argue that the backtrack-downweighting parameter provides84

a useful means to mitigate localization while maintaining correlation with passenger85

usage. We finish with a brief discussion in section 9.86

2. Background and Notation. We consider an unweighted, directed network87

with n nodes. We let A ∈ Rn×n denote the adjacency matrix, so aij = 1 if there is88

an edge from i to j and aij = 0 otherwise. There are no self-loops, so aii = 0. A89

1We prefer to use a different symbol, θ, for the backtrack-downweighting parameter, since in our
context α is traditionally used for attenuation.
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A THEORY FOR BACKTRACK-DOWNWEIGHTED WALKS 3

walk of length k from node i to node j is a sequence of nodes i = i0, i1, i2, . . . , ik = j90

such that each edge from is to is+1 exists. Note that the nodes in the sequence are91

not required to be distinct; the walk may revisit nodes and edges. It follows directly92

from the definition of matrix multiplication that (Ak)ij counts the number of distinct93

walks of length k from i to j [13, 22, 24].94

Katz [20] used this walk-counting expression as the basis for a centrality measure.95

Here, we compute a value xi > 0 that quantifies the importance of node i, with a96

larger value indicating greater importance. Katz centrality uses97

(2.1) xi = 1 +

∞∑
k=1

n∑
j=1

αk(Ak)ij .98

Here, (up to a convenient constant unit shift) the centrality of node i is given by the99

total number of walks from node i to every node, with a walk of length k weighted by100

a factor αk, where α > 0 is a real parameter. This series converges for α < 1/ρ(A),101

where ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius, and we may use the matrix-vector notation102

(2.2) (I − αA)x = 1,103

where 1 ∈ Rn has all elements equal to one.104

A nonbacktracking walk of length k from node i to node j is a sequence of nodes i =105

i0, i1, i2, . . . , ik = j such that each edge from is to is+1 exists and we never have is =106

is+2. In words, after leaving a node we must not return to it immediately. Now, let107

pk(A) ∈ Rn×n be such that (pk(A))ij records the number of distinct nonbacktracking108

walks of length k from i to j. It is straightforward to show that109

p1(A) = A, and p2(A) = A2 −D,110

where D ∈ Rn×n is the diagonal matrix whose entries are dii = (A2)ii. Setting111

p0(A) = I for convenience, it was shown in [8] that the matrices pk(A) satisfy the112

following four-term recurrence113

(2.3) pk+1(A) = pk(A)A+ pk−1(A)(I −D)− pk−2(A)(A− S), for k = 2, 3, . . . ,114

where S ∈ Rn×n is such that sij = aijaji. See [39] for an alternative, linear algebraic,115

proof.116

We note that in the extreme case of a directed network for which no edges are117

reciprocated, that is aij = 1 ⇒ aji = 0, there is no opportunity for any walk to118

backtrack; all walks are nonbacktracking. In this case, we have D = 0 and S = 0, and119

pk(A) recovers the classical walk count Ak.120

Motivated by (2.1), the nonbacktracking Katz analogue121

(2.4) xi = 1 +

∞∑
k=1

n∑
j=1

αk(pk(A))ij122

was introduced in [2]. Here, centrality is computed via weighted combinations of123

nonbacktracking (rather than classical) walks. By first deriving an expression for the124

generating function
∑∞
k=0 α

kpk(A), it was shown that (2.4) solves the linear system125

(2.5)
(
I − αA+ α2(D − I)− α3(A− S)

)
x =

(
1− α2

)
1.126

This manuscript is for review purposes only.



4 F. ARRIGO, AND D. J. HIGHAM, AND V. NOFERINI

Fig. 1. Illustrative directed graph.

In general, the radius of convergence for the series in (2.4), and hence the range of127

valid α values in (2.4), is governed by the spectrum of a three-by-three block matrix;128

see [2, Theorem 5.1] and section 6.129

The nonbacktracking version of Katz centrality, (2.4), was first defined and an-130

alyzed in [16] for undirected networks. In this undirected case, as α approaches its131

upper limit the ranking induced by the centrality measure in (2.5) generically tends132

to that induced by the nonbacktracking eigenvector centrality measure introduced in133

[25]; see [16, Theorem 10.2]. Taking the corresponding limit in (2.5) defines a com-134

putable nonbacktracking eigenvector centrality for the more general case of a directed135

network, [2, Theorem 6.1].136

3. Backtrack-Downweighted Walk Counts. We now consider an interme-137

diate regime where backtracking is not completely eliminated, but rather the count138

for each walk is downweighted by θm where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 is a parameter and m is139

the number of backtracking steps incurred during the walk. Hence, θ = 1 corre-140

sponds to the classical walk count Ak and θ = 0 corresponds to the nonbacktracking141

walk count from pk(A) in (2.3). We will let qk(A) denote the resulting backtrack-142

downweighted walk (BTDW) count matrix, where, for brevity, the dependence of143

qk(A) on θ is not explicitly indicated. More precisely, (qk(A))ij counts the number of144

distinct walks of length k from node i to node j with the following proviso: for each145

walk, i = i0, i1, i2, . . . , ik = j, every occurrence of a backtracking step (is = is+2)146

incurs a downweighting by a factor θ.147

To illustrate this idea, consider the directed graph in Figure 1. Looking at walks148

of length four from node 1 to node 5, we have149

• a walk 1→ 2→ 3→ 4→ 5 with no backtracking,150

• a walk 1→ 2→ 3→ 2→ 5 with one instance of backtracking,151

• a walk 1→ 2→ 5→ 2→ 5 with two instances of backtracking.152

Hence, (q4(A))15 = 1 + θ + θ2. Continuing with these arguments, we find that153

q4(A) =


0 0 θ + θ2 0 1 + θ + θ2

0 1 + 2θ2 + 2θ3 0 θ + θ2 0
0 0 1 + θ + θ3 0 2θ + 2θ2

0 θ + θ2 0 1 0
0 0 2θ2 0 1 + θ + θ3

 .154

The following theorem generalizes the recurrence (2.3). For the statement of this155

This manuscript is for review purposes only.



A THEORY FOR BACKTRACK-DOWNWEIGHTED WALKS 5

theorem, and later results, we find it convenient to let µ = 1− θ.156

Theorem 3.1. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph with no self-loops or157

repeated edges. Let θ ∈ [0, 1] be a downweighting parameter and let µ = 1 − θ.158

The backtrack-downweighting matrices qk(A) then satisfy the following relationships.159

Letting q0(A) = I, we have160

q1(A) = A, q2(A) = A2 − µD,161

where D ∈ Rn×n is the diagonal matrix whose entries are dii = (A2)ii. Moreover,162

for k ≥ 2163

(3.1) qk+1(A) = qk(A)A+ µ qk−1(A) (µI −D)− µ2 qk−2(A) (A− S) ,164

where S ∈ Rn×n is such that sij = aijaji.165

Proof. The identity q1(A) = A follows immediately since no walk of length one can166

backtrack. Backtracking walks of length two are precisely closed walks of length two.167

Hence, the off-diagonal elements of q2(A) match those of A2, and the diagonal elements168

of q2(A) correspond to those of A2 scaled by θ. This gives q2(A) = A2 −D + θD.169

We proceed by induction. Assume that qs(A) correctly counts BTDWs of length170

s for s ≤ k. We start with the expression171

(3.2) qk(A)A.172

Postmultiplying by A in this way corresponds to adding an edge to the end of the173

walk: the (i, j) entry of qk(A)A deals with walks from i to j of length k + 1 where174

any backtracking arising along the first k edges has been correctly downweighted. We175

may associate (qk(A)A)ij with the schematic176

(3.3) i ? ? · · · ? ?︸ ︷︷ ︸
kX

j.177

Here i and j are the first and last nodes in the walk of length k+ 1. The star symbols178

denote arbitrary nodes. The presence of kX indicates that, in every walk under179

consideration, the first k edges along that walk have been correctly downweighted180

(since they are accounted for by qk(A)). However, any backtracking caused by the181

final edge has not been correctly downweighted. The walks whose weights we must182

adjust have the form183

(3.4) i ? ? · · · ? ? j `︸ ︷︷ ︸
kX

j.184

To deal with such walks we note that the term (qk−1(A)D)ij is associated with walks185

of the form186

(3.5) i ? ? · · · ? ? j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)X

` j.187

These walks appeared in our original expression, qk(A)A in (3.2), without any down-188

weighting of the final backtracking step. We may therefore remove the contribution189

from all such walks to this expression, to give qk(A)A− qk−1(A)D, and then add this190

This manuscript is for review purposes only.



6 F. ARRIGO, AND D. J. HIGHAM, AND V. NOFERINI

contribution back in with the required extra downweighting factor θ, leading to the191

expression192

(3.6) qk(A)A+ (θ − 1)qk−1(A)D.193

However, the walks represented by (3.4) and (3.5) are not the same, because we194

have not yet properly dealt with walks of the form195

(3.7) i ? ? · · · ? ` j `︸ ︷︷ ︸
kX

j.196

To proceed, we note that (qk−1(A))ij contains the correct BTDW count for walks of197

length k − 1 from i to j; that is,198

(3.8) i ? ? · · · ? j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)X

.199

To see how these may extend to walks of the form200

i ? ? · · · ? ` j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k−1)X

` j201

we consider two cases202

1. if the reciprocated edge from j to ` exists, then there is exactly one such walk,203

2. if the reciprocated edge from j to ` does not exist, then there is no such walk.204

The quantity (qk−1(A) − qk−2(A)(A − S))ij therefore accounts for these walks, but205

with a scaling that does not allow for the final two backtracking steps.206

Hence the correctly weighted contribution to qk+1(A) from walks of the form (3.7)207

is θ2[qk−1(A)− qk−2(A)(A− S)]`j . The factor θ2 is required because of the two final208

backtracking steps, which are not downweighted in qk−1(A) − qk−2(A)(A − S). In209

order to make (3.6) correct we therefore need to210

• subtract the amount (θ−1)[qk−1(A)−qk−2(A)(A−S)] in order to compensate211

for the fact that these walks were incorrectly scaled by a factor 1− θ, rather212

than θ2, in qk−1(A)D,213

• subtract the amount θ[qk−1(A)− qk−2(A)(A−S)] in order to compensate for214

the fact that these walks were incorrectly scaled by a factor θ rather than θ2215

in qk(A)A,216

• (having now removed the contribution from these walks) add in θ2[qk−1(A)−217

qk−2(A)(A − S)] so that the two final backtracking steps are accounted for218

properly.219

This leads us to the relation220

qk+1(A) = qk(A)A+ (θ − 1)qk−1(A)D + (1− θ)2[qk−1(A)− qk−2(A)(A− S)],221

giving the required result.222

We note that some results in the nonbacktracking literature use premultiplica-223

tion by the adjacency matrix, rather than postmultiplication. To confirm that the224

two approaches remain equivalent in this more general setting, we give the following225

corollary.226

Corollary 3.2. For k ≥ 2, the BTDW count matrices qk(A) also satisfy the227

recurrence228

(3.9) qk+1(A) = Aqk(A) + µ (µI −D) qk−1(A)− µ2 (A− S) qk−2(A).229
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A THEORY FOR BACKTRACK-DOWNWEIGHTED WALKS 7

Proof. The recurrence (3.9) can be established by adapting the proof of Theo-230

rem 3.1. The main difference is to add the (k+1)st edge at the beginning of the walk,231

rather than the end; so, instead of (3.2), we begin with Aqk(A).232

However, a higher-level argument can also be used. Reversing the direction of233

every edge in a graph, the BTDW count from from i to j becomes the BTDW count234

from j to i. Hence, qk(AT ) = (qk(A))T . Writing the recurrence (3.1) for AT and235

taking the transpose, we then arrive at (3.9).236

Remark 3.3. It is straightforward to confirm that θ = 0 in (3.1), that is, elimi-237

nation of all backtracking walks, leads to the relation (2.3). Also, θ = 1, treating all238

walks equally, gives the classical count Ak for walks of length k.239

4. Resolvent. To study Katz-style centrality, we define the generating function240

(4.1) Ψ(A) =

∞∑
k=0

αkqk(A).241

Theorem 4.1. If α ≥ 0 is within the radius of convergence of the generating242

function Ψ(A) in (4.1) then243

Ψ(A)
[
1− αA− µα2 (µI −D) + µ2α3 (A− S)

]
=
(
1− µ2α2

)
I,244

where we recall that µ = 1− θ.245

Proof. Multiplying by αk+1 in (3.1) and summing from k = 2 to ∞ gives246

∞∑
k=2

αk+2qk+1(A) = α

∞∑
k=2

αkqk(A)A+ µα2
∞∑
k=2

αk−1qk−1(A) (µI −D)247

− µ2α3
∞∑
k=2

αk−2qk−2(A) (A− S) .248

Hence,249

Ψ(A)− α2q2(A)− αq1(A)− q0(A) = α (Ψ(A)− αq1(A)− q0(A))A250

+ µα2 (Ψ(A)− q0) (µI −D)251

− µ2α3Ψ(A) (A− S) .252

Using the expressions for q0(A), q1(A) and q2(A) in Theorem 3.1, the result follows253

after rearrangement and simplification.254

Following (2.1) and (2.4), we define the BTDW Katz centrality for node i as255

(4.2) xi = 1 +

∞∑
k=1

n∑
j=1

αk(qk(A))ij .256

We may then generalize (2.5) as follows.257

Corollary 4.2. The BTDW Katz centrality measure (4.2) solves the linear sys-258

tem259

(4.3)
[
I − αA− µα2 (µI −D) + µ2α3 (A− S)

]
x =

(
1− µ2α2

)
1.260

Proof. From (4.2) we have Ψ(A)−1x = 1. Theorem 7.1 gives the required expres-261

sion for Ψ(A)−1.262
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8 F. ARRIGO, AND D. J. HIGHAM, AND V. NOFERINI

Fig. 2. The calamari graph.

We note that the coefficient matrix in (4.3) has the same sparsity as the coefficient263

matrix in standard Katz (2.2). This shows that (a) downweighting of backtracking264

walks can be incorporated at no extra computational cost, and (b) it is therefore265

feasible to apply the measure to large, sparse networks. Also, by construction, the266

radius of convergence in (4.1) for a general 0 < θ < 1 must be bounded above and267

below by the corresponding radius of convergence when θ = 1 and θ = 0, respectively.268

5. calamari, Star and Regular Graphs. We now analyze specific simple ex-269

amples that shed light on how the BTDW Katz centrality measure in (4.3) can perform270

differently to the extreme cases of standard and fully nonbacktracking Katz. We first271

consider the undirected graph with 11 nodes shown in Figure 2. Due to its shape, we272

will refer this as the calamari graph. Here, node 1 has the highest degree, but it could273

be argued that nodes 6 and 8, of lower degree, possess better quality connections. In274

particular, node 1 is connected to four leaves, and the subgraph consisting of nodes275

1,2,3,4 and 5 represents a tree hanging off the remainder of the graph. In the con-276

text of community detection, it has been argued that nonbacktracking measures will277

completely “ignore” the presence of such trees, with undesirable consequences [31].278

Hence, in this centrality measurement setting it is of interest to see whether a similar279

effect arises. Intuitively, if we count only nonbacktracking walks, then the connections280

1-2, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5 possessed by node 1 should be less valuable than the connections281

enjoyed by the other nodes in the graph. Hence, the small θ regime should not be282

favourable for node 1.283

Figure 3 shows the BTDW Katz centrality measure in (4.3), normalized to have284

‖x‖1 = 1, for nodes 1 (solid), 6 (dashed) and 8 (dotted). Here, we used a fixed value of285

α = 0.99/ρ(A), which corresponds to α ≈ 0.39, and we show the centrality values as θ286

ranges between 0 and 1. (Of course, by symmetry node 10 will always have the same287

centrality value as node 8.) The plot reveals a crossover effect, where a sufficiently288

small value of θ, that is, sufficiently stringent downweighting of backtracking walks,289

causes node 1 to be ranked below nodes 6 and 8. It is also of note that node 8, which290

is able to take part in a three-cycle, and is therefore involved in a relatively large291

number of short nonbacktracking walks, is rated more highly than node 6 for small292

θ. However, as θ increases, and hence the downweighting of backtracking becomes293

This manuscript is for review purposes only.



A THEORY FOR BACKTRACK-DOWNWEIGHTED WALKS 9

Fig. 3. Normalized BTDW Katz centrality for nodes nodes 1 (solid), 6 (dashed) and 8 (dotted),
as a function of θ, corresponding to the calamari graph in Figure 3. Here α is fixed at 0.99/ρ(A).

less severe, node 8 is overtaken by node 6, which arguably occupies a more central294

position in the graph.295

The following remark concerns the special case where θ = 1 and α → 1/ρ(A)296

from below; that is, classical eigenvector centrality.297

Remark 5.1. The calamari graph in Figure 2 has an unusual property: it pos-298

sesses nodes that share exactly the same eigenvector centrality (so that they could be299

described as spectrally iso-central) whilst being topologically distinct.2 More precisely,300

let λ and v denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue and eigenvector associated with301

the adjacency matrix of this graph, respectively. Then straightforward algebra confirms302

that λ = (1 +
√

17)/2 and, after normalizing so that v1 = 1,303

v1 = v6 = v8 = v10 = 1304

are the largest components,305

v7 = v9 = v11 =
λ− 1

2
306

are the next-largest components, and307

v2 = v3 = v4 = v5 =
λ− 1

4
308

are the smallest components.309

Next, we study the star graph with n = m + 1 nodes, S1,m. We label the nodes310

so that node 1 is the hub, that is, the only node of degree m. The remaining nodes,311

which have degree one, are connected only to the hub. All edges are undirected. We312

note that the star graph is a widely used test case for centrality measures [7, 14], and313

we also point out that the eigenvector version of full nonbacktracking centrality, [25],314

becomes uninformative on a star graph. Indeed, for this graph there are two dominant315

eigenvalues (±1) and the eigenvector associated to λ = 1 assigns the same centrality316

scores to all nodes; see [16]. The following theorem characterizes the matrices qk(A)317

that arise.318

2By topologically distinct we mean that there exists no automorphism of the graph for which
these nodes lie in the same orbit; i.e., no automorphism that maps these nodes to one another.
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Theorem 5.2. Let A be adjacency matrix of the star graph with n = m+1 nodes,319

S1,m. Then q0(A) = I, q1(A) = A, q2(A) = A2 − (1− θ)D and generally320

(i) for all k = 0, 1, 2, . . .321

q2k+1(A) = ηkA322

where η = θ(θ +m− 1); and323

(ii) for all k = 2, 3, . . . and for θ 6= 0324

q2k(A) = ηk−1A2

(
I −

(
1− θ
η

B

)k)(
I − 1− θ

η
B

)−1
− (1− θ)kDBk−1,325

where B = (1− θ)I −D.326

Proof. See Appendix A.327

We then have the following expression for BTDW Katz centrality.328

Corollary 5.3. Consider the star graph with n = m + 1 nodes, S1,m, and let329

η = θ(θ +m− 1). On this graph, the BTDW Katz centrality measure (4.2) exists for330

α2η < 1 and has the form331 ( ∞∑
k=0

αkqk(A)1

)
i

= 1 +
α

1− α2η

{
(m(1 + αθ)) for i = 1

(1 + α(θ +m− 1)) for i = 2, . . . ,m+ 1.
332

Proof. See Appendix A.333

It can in fact be formally proved that the radius of convergence of the generating334

function of BTDW Katz centrality is indeed η−1/2; this will be done in a manuscript335

in preparation. It follows from Corollary 5.3 that for large n336

x1
x2
≈ 1

α
+ θ.337

So, for a fixed α, the extent to which the hub node is prioritized over a leaf node338

decreases as we penalize backtracking. Also of interest is the regime of large n and339

fixed θ, where the range of allowable α values in Corollary 5.3 is (0, 1/
√
θ2 + θm− θ),340

i.e., approximately (0, 1/
√
θn); this shows how the α range may increase substantially341

as we downweight the backtracking.342

At the other extreme, we may consider an undirected d-regular graph where d is343

large. (Here, x ∝ 1 solves (4.3) for all values of θ ∈ [0, 1], so all nodes are ranked344

equally, but it is informative to study the singularity of the coefficient matrix.) For a345

d-regular graph any walk of length k may be extended to a walk of length k+ 1 using346

d − 1 nonbacktracking edges and only one backtracking edge. So we would expect347

the allowable range of α values to increase much less dramatically as we decrease θ.348

Indeed, since ρ(A) = d, as α increases from zero in (4.3) it may be shown that the349

system becomes singular when α = (d − µ)−1 = (d − 1 + θ)−1. Hence, in this case,350

the use of θ makes very little difference to the range of allowable α values.351

In future work, it would be of interest to study how the choice of θ impacts the352

allowable range of α values for other types of graph and also for networks arising353

in practice. For the transport network in section 8, using the spectral bound in354

Theorem 6.3, we found computationally that the upper limit, α?, varied approximately355

linearly between α? = 0.264 at θ = 1 and α? = 0.415 at θ = 0.356
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6. Spectral Limit. In this section we briefly relate the Katz-style centrality357

measure to an eigenvalue version. We begin by noting that the recurrences (3.1) and358

(3.9) are closely connected with the block matrix Z ∈ R3n×3n of the form359

(6.1) Z =

 0 I 0
0 0 I

−µ2 (A− S) µ (µI −D) A

 ,360

as made clear by the following theorem.361

Theorem 6.1. The power series defining the generating function Ψ(A) in (4.1)362

is convergent when α < 1/ρ(Z).363

Proof. Suppose αρ(Z) < 1. Let vk ∈ R3n×n be defined by364

vk = αk

 qk−1(A)
qk(A)

qk+1(A)

 ,365

for k ≥ 1. Then we see from (3.9) and (6.1) that366

vk+1 = αZvk = (αZ)kv1.367

By Gelfand’s formula [17, Corollary 5.6.14] it follows that, for any matrix norm ‖·‖ and368

for any ε > 0, there exists k0 ∈ N such that if k ≥ k0 then ‖(αZ)k‖ < (ρ(αZ) + ε)
k
.369

Taking ε = (1− ρ(αZ))/2 and specializing to any submultiplicative matrix norm, we370

conclude that there exists k0 such that371

k ≥ k0 ≥ 1⇒ αk‖qk(A)‖ ≤ ‖vk+1‖ ≤
(

1 + ρ(αZ)

2

)k
‖v1‖.372

The result follows because373 ∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
k=0

αkqk(A)

∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
k0−1∑
k=0

αk‖qk(A)‖+ ‖v1‖
∞∑

k=k0

(
1 + ρ(αZ)

2

)k
,374

and since ρ(αZ) < 1 the right hand side is convergent.375

Remark 6.2. We note that although the bound 1/ρ(Z) in Theorem 6.3 will gen-376

erally be sharp, there exist cases where this is not so. For example, in the star graph377

example of Corollary 5.3, it may be shown that the radius of convergence is always378

1/
√
η, but this quantity coincides with 1/ρ(Z) if and only if θ ≥ 1/(m+1). This state-379

ment, along with further results that may be derived using matrix polynomial theory,380

will be proved in forthcoming work.381

The next theorem characterizes the node ranking that arises generically when the382

radius of convergence is approached.383

Theorem 6.3. Suppose that the radius of convergence is 1/ρ(Z), and hence the384

bound in Theorem 6.1 is sharp. Also, for fixed θ, suppose that I − ρ(Z)−1Z has rank385

n − 1. Then, as α → 1/ρ(Z) from below the ranking produced by (4.3) converges to386

that given by the last n components of the unique eigenvector of Z associated with the387

eigenvalue ρ(Z).388

Proof. The proof of [2, Theorem 6.1] can be extended directly to this case.389
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Remark 6.4. Theorem 6.3 shows that the last n components of the dominant390

eigenvector of Z in (6.1) is an appropriate backtrack-downweighted eigenvalue cen-391

trality measure. Indeed, for θ = 0 it reduces to the full backtracking measure given392

in [2] for general graphs and in [25] for undirected graphs. For general θ, in the393

undirected case it reduces to the measure in [10, Theorem 3.8].394

7. Exponential and Other Generating Functions. Katz centrality in (2.1)395

and (2.2) is associated with the matrix resolvent function (I−αA)−1. Several authors396

have argued that other matrix functions, defined via different power series, may also be397

useful; see, for example, [5, 6, 12]. Hence, in this section, given coefficients {ck}∞k=0,398

where ck is the downweighting factor associated with a walk of length k, we are399

interested in characterizing and computing the corresponding quantity
∑∞
k=0 ckqk(A),400

and the action of this matrix on 1.401

We define402

(7.1) f0(y) =

∞∑
k=0

cky
k,403

and, more generally, for any integer s ≥ 0,404

(7.2) fs(y) =

∞∑
k=0

cs+ky
k.405

The following theorem shows how
∑∞
k=0 ckqk(A) can be expressed in terms of f0(Z)406

and f2(Z). Consequently the backtrack-downweighted version of any matrix-function407

based centrality measure can be computed whenever the underlying matrix function408

is computable. We note that the series defining f0(Z) converges whenever the series409

defining f2(Z) converges, and vice versa.410

Theorem 7.1. When the series
∑∞
k=0 ckqk(A) converges, we have411

(7.3)

∞∑
k=0

ckqk(A) =
[

0 0 I
]
f0(Z)

 I
A

A2 − µD

 .412

Moreover, this quantity may be computed as the (3, 3) block of f0(Z)− µ2f2(Z).413

Proof. It follows directly from the recurrence (3.9) and the definition of Z in (6.1)414

that, for all k ≥ 0,415

(7.4) Zk

 I
A

A2 − µD

 =

 qk(A)
qk+1(A)
qk+2(A)

 .416

The identity (7.3) is then immediate.417

We next define the block matrix Z̃ ∈ R3n×3n by418

Z̃ = Z2 −

 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 µ2I

 ,419

and note that420

(7.5) Z̃

 0
0
I

 =

 I
A

A2 − µD

 .421
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Using (7.4) and (7.5), we may write422

∞∑
k=0

ckqk(A) = c0I + c1A+

∞∑
k=2

ckqk(A)423

= c0I + c1A+
[

0 0 I
] ∞∑
k=2

ckZ
k−2Z̃

 0
0
I

424

= c0I + c1A+
[

0 0 I
] ∞∑
k=2

ckZ
k

 0
0
I

425

−
[

0 0 I
] ∞∑
k=2

ckZ
k−2

 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 µ2I

 0
0
I

426

=
[

0 0 I
]
f0(Z)

 0
0
I

− µ2
[

0 0 I
]
f2(Z)

 0
0
I

 ,427

which completes the proof.428

Remark 7.2. We note that in the exponential case, where ck = αk/(k!), we may429

recover (7.3) through a more direct route. Regarding the power series
∑∞
k=0 α

kqk(A)/(k!)430

as a function of the parameter α, say F (α), we have431

F (α) =

∞∑
k=0

αkqk(A)

k!
, F ′(α) =

∞∑
k=0

αkqk+1(A)

k!
, F ′′(α) =

∞∑
k=0

αkqk+2(A)

k!
.432

Then multiplying by αk in (3.9) and summing from k = 0 to∞ gives the matrix-valued433

linear third order ODE434

F ′′′(α) = AF ′′(α) + µ (µI −D)F ′(α)− µ2(A− S)F (α).435

This may be written in block first order form436  F (α)
F ′(α)
F ′′(α)

′ = Z

 F (α)
F ′(α)
F ′′(α)

437

and hence, using F (0) = q0(A) = I, F ′(0) = q1(A) = A and F ′′(0) = q2(A) =438

A2 − µD, we have439  F (α)
F ′(α)
F ′′(α)

 = exp(αZ)

 I
A

A2 − µD

 ,440

which is consistent with (7.3).441

8. Computational Example. In this section we illustrate the BTDW Katz442

centrality measure (4.3) on a real transport network from [11]. Here, n = 271 nodes443

represent stations in the London Underground system, with 312 (undirected) edges444

denoting rail links. We note that such a network has many “hanging trees” where445

underground lines head away from the city centre. Hence, we may expect a fully446

nonbacktracking centrality measure to penalize geographically outlying stations too447
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14 F. ARRIGO, AND D. J. HIGHAM, AND V. NOFERINI

severely. On the other hand, since there are some well-connected city centre sta-448

tions that intersect many underground lines, we may expect traditional eigenvector449

centrality to display localization, where most of the centrality mass is placed on a450

small subset of the nodes. With this network, we also have the benefit of indipendent451

passenger usage data from [9], which gives a criterion on which to quantify success.452

To be concrete, we will quantify localization in terms of the inverse participation453

ratio, S(n). Here, for a family of unit-norm vectors of increasing dimension, that is,454

v ∈ Rn, with ‖v‖2 = 1, letting455

S(n) =

n∑
i=1

v4i ,456

we say the sequence is localized if S(n) = O(1) as n → ∞ [15]. In the tests below,457

where n is fixed, we use the size of S(n) as a measure of localization when comparing458

results, with a larger inverse participation ratio indicating greater localization.459

In Figure 4 we show how the inverse participation ratio for the BTDW Katz460

centrality measure (4.3) varies as a function of θ and α. For this network, ρ(A) ≈461

3.78, so standard Katz, that is θ = 0, requires α < 1/ρ(A) := α? ≈ 0.264. In462

the figure, we use α values of 0.05, 0.06, . . . , 0.26. We see from the figure that the463

measure dramatically increases in localization in the regime where backtracking is not464

suppressed (θ ≈ 1) and we are close to an eigenvector measure (α ≈ α?). For Figure 5465

we made use of independent data from [9] that records the annual passenger usage at466

each station. We took data for the most recent available year, 2017. The idea now is467

to regard passenger usage (the total number exiting or entering a station on foot) as468

an indication of importance, and to check whether this correlates with the centrality469

measure, which is computed only from information about the network structure. We470

used Kendall’s tau coefficient to quantify the correlation between passenger usage471

and centrality. (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, which is also widely used472

for assessing rankings, gave similar results.) We see that the most localized regime473

according to Figure 4 is also the regime with the best correlation coefficient. However,474

by varying the backtrack-downweighting parameter, θ, it is possible to achieve a475

reduction in localization. Varying the Katz parameter, α, instead, gives a more rapid476

loss of correlation.477

9. Discussion. Our aim in this work was to define and study a framework that478

interpolates between traditional and nonbacktracking walk-counting combinatorics.479

From a network science perspective, this has the potential to combine the benefits480

of both worlds—notably, avoiding certain types of localization [2, 21, 25, 32] while481

accounting for tree-like structures. Our results also extend theoretical developments482

in nonbacktracking walks and zeta functions on graphs from a range of related fields483

[1, 18, 19, 36, 38, 43]. We developed a general four term recurrence in Theorem 3.1484

and an expression for the associated generating function in Theorem 4.1. In partic-485

ular, we showed in Corollary 4.2 that the corresponding Katz-like centrality measure486

may be computed at the same cost as standard Katz. By considering the relevant487

limit, Theorem 6.3 then produced an eigenvector centrality measure that interpolates488

between the traditional and nonbacktracking extremes,489

There is considerable scope for further work on backtrack-downweighted walks490

and, more generally, on cycle-downweighted versions [4]. In Remark 6.2 we quoted491

a counterintuitive result on the radius of convergence for the associated generating492

function on a star graph. This raises questions such as how best to characterize the493

radius of convergence in general, and under what circumstances the lower bound in494
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Fig. 4. Inverse participation ratio for BTDW Katz centrality on the London Underground
transport data.

Fig. 5. Kendall’s tau coefficient for BTDW Katz centrality and annual passenger usage on the
London Underground transport data.

Theorem 6.1 is sharp. We are currently studying these issues with the tools of matrix495

polynomial theory. From the perspective of algorithm design, development of further496

insights and guidelines concerning the behaviour of backtrack-downweighted Katz in497

terms of the parameters α and θ is also of interest.498

Acknowledgements We would like to thank the two anonymous referees, whose499

comments helped to improve the paper.500

Appendix A. Star Graph Results.501
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Proof of Theorem 5.2502

The expressions for qk(A) for k = 0, 1, 2 are independent of the structure of the503

network; they follow immediately from Theorem 3.1.504

The adjacency matrix has the form505

A =

[
0 1T

1

]
.506

(i) Let V = {1, 2, . . . ,m,m + 1} be the set of nodes in S1,m. The graph is507

bipartite with node partitions V1 = {1} and V2 = {2, . . . ,m + 1}. It follows508

that all walks of odd length have to originate from a node in Vi and terminate509

in a node in Vj , for i, j = 1, 2 and i 6= j. This immediately implies that, for510

all k = 0, 1, . . ., the matrices q2k+1(A) have the same sparsity pattern as the511

matrix A:512

q2k+1(A) =

[
0 β1T

β1T

]
513

for some β > 0.514

We now proceed by induction. When k = 0 we have that q2k+1(A) = A =515

ηkA. Suppose now that the result holds for all ` ≤ k. We want to show that516

q2k+3(A) = ηk+1A = [θ(θ +m− 1)]k+1A.517

We proceed entrywise by considering the walks of length 2k + 3 from node 1518

to node i 6= 1; These are of two types:519

– First type:520

1 ? ? · · · 1 i︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2k+1)X

1 i,521

of which there are ηkθθ = ηkθ2. The multiplication by θ2 is used to522

account for the two backtracking steps introduced when moving from523

node i to node i in two steps.524

– Second type:525

1 ? ? · · · 1 j︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2k+1)X

1 i,526

for j 6= i. Of these there are ηkθ(m− 1). The multiplication by (m− 1)527

accounts for all the possible choices of k, while the multiplication by θ528

accounts for the added backtracking steps.529

Overall, by summing these two contributions, it follows that (q2k+3(A))1i =530

ηk(θ2 + θ(m− 1)) = ηk+1, which concludes this part of the proof.531
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(ii) Let k ≥ 2, then from Theorem 3.1532

q2k(A) = q2k−1(A)A+ (1− θ)q2(k−1)(A)B533

= ηk−1A2 + (1− θ)[q2k−3(A)A+ (1− θ)q2(k−2)(A)B]B534

= ηk−1A2 + (1− θ)ηk−2A2B + (1− θ)2q2(k−2)(A)B2
535

= A2
k−3∑
j=0

ηk−1−j((1− θ)B)j + (1− θ)k−2[q3(A)A+ (1− θ)q2(A)B]Bk−2536

= A2
k−1∑
j=0

ηk−1−j((1− θ)B)j − (1− θ)kDBk−1537

= ηk−1A2

(
I −

(
1− θ
η

B

)k)(
I − 1− θ

η
B

)−1
− (1− θ)kDBk−1,538

539

where we have used the fact that540

B = (1− θ)I −D = −
[
θ +m− 1

θI

]
541

and hence the matrix I − 1−θ
η B is invertible.542

Proof of Corollary 5.3543

Corollary 5.3 now follows after inserting the expressions for qk(A) in Theorem 5.2544

into (4.2) and simplifying, for all θ ∈ (0, 1]. When θ = 0, i.e., in the fully nonback-545

tracking setting, the result follows from a direct computation, since the length of the546

longest possible nonbacktracking walk in S1,m is two:547

x1 = 1 + αm, and xi = 1 + α+ α2(m− 1)548

for all i = 2, . . . ,m+ 1.549
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